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Author Correction: Accuracy 
and Precision of Tidal Wetland 
Soil Carbon Mapping in the 
Conterminous United States
James R. Holmquist1, Lisamarie Windham-Myers  2, Norman Bliss  3, Stephen Crooks4, 
James T. Morris5, J. Patrick Megonigal  1, Tiffany Troxler6, Donald Weller  1, John Callaway7, 
Judith Drexler  8, Matthew C. Ferner9, Meagan E. Gonneea10, Kevin D. Kroeger  10, 
Lisa Schile-Beers1, Isa Woo11, Kevin Buffington11, Joshua Breithaupt12, Brandon M. Boyd13, 
Lauren N. Brown14, Nicole Dix15, Lyndie Hice16, Benjamin P. Horton17,18, Glen M. MacDonald14, 
Ryan P. Moyer19, William Reay20, Timothy Shaw17, Erik Smith21, Joseph M. Smoak  12, 
Christopher Sommerfield22, Karen Thorne11, David Velinsky23, Elizabeth Watson23, 
Kristin Wilson Grimes24 & Mark Woodrey25
Correction to: Scientific Reports https://doi.org/10.1038/s41598-018-26948-7, published online 21 June 2018
This Article contains an error in Equation 1.
= . ± . + . ± . − . ± .OC OM OM0 074 0 014 0 0421 0 012 0 0080 0 00212
should read:
= . ± . + . ± . − . ± .OC OM OM0 074 0 014 0 421 0 012 0 0080 0 00212
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